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REVIEWS
SHELLEY'S PROMETHEUS UNBOUND: ~RITICAL REAnING~ by Earl R. Was-
sennan. Baltimore: The Johns HopRlrts -Press, 1965. 222 pp. $5.50'
In A Defence of Poetry Shelley, speaking of Dante, reflects, "His very
words are instinct with spirit; each is a spark, a burning atom of inextin-
guishable thought; and many yet lie covered in the ashes of their birth and
pregnant with a lightning whicht has yet found no' conductor. All hig~
poetry is in~nite; it is as fie first acorn, which contaIned all oaks po-
rentially. Veil after veil may"Qe undrawn and the inmost naked beauty of
the meaning never exposed. A great poem is a fountai~ forever flowing
with the waters of wisdom and delight; and after one person and one age
has exhausted all of its divine effluence which their particular relations
enable them to share, another and;)lC1: another succeeds, and new rela-
tions are ever developed, the source of a? unforseen and ';nconceived
delight." ~"7_
Out of a mind of extraordinary suptlety and unifying power, Earl R.
Wassennan has'written a book of much, 'intellectual excitement. His partic-
ular relation to~'~Eelley's "high poetry'" is philosophical, and in that rela-
tion he is a conductor for revelatory lightning. Although the illumination
is not an illumination of the whole, it does expose a "beauty of meaning"
fascinating to look upon. .
Believing that the wrong 'assumptions have "f>een made about Shelley's'
theory of reality, with the consequence that alien doctrines, particularly
Platonic doctrines, have been superimposed upon his poetry, Wasserman
sought to construct "out of Shelley's' own statements the pattern of ideas
that is peculiarly his own," using especially the doctrines of philosophic
idealism elaborated in the fragments On Life and Speculations on Meta-
physics. These dbctrin~s, Wassennan proposes, "are basic assumptions in
Prometheus Unbound:'
Life, or being, is One Mind. That Mind is not the divine Mind of
Berkeley's philosophy; the universe exists in Berkeley's' divine Mind
whether or~ot there are human minds to perceive ~ts being. Nor is
Shelley's Q,--Mind the "animating essence of being," a conception that
would impl}f a "<M!finction be~een being and mind." Nor do human
::+ ;:--
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minds generate the content of the universe, for 'the mind cannot create,
'1. it can only perceive.' (I use single marks to enclose Shelley's words and
double marks for Wasserman's.) liThe universal Mind is the same as be-
ing;" it is linat to be understood either as an abstraction or as a deity, but
as a metcwhysical reality;" and all human minds are but 'modifications of
the one mind.' Thus the thoughts of the human mino/are not different
in their nature from the things, or thoughts, of the One Mind. The human
mind perceives itself intuitively and perceives the things of the external
world, that is, the other thoughts of the One Mind, sensorily.
What has this ontology to do wjth Prometheus Unbound? Outside be-
ing, that is, different from the One Mind, is an "extra-mental power [the
triune True, Beautiful, and Good] which compels being to its own perfec-
tion." The "elements of poetry are thoughts, all of which derive ultimately
from perception; and these thoughts the poet's imagination, excited by the
apprehension of the absolute and inexpressible form [Truth-Beauty-Good-
ness], composes according to the mind's own connective laws into 'other
thoughts, each containing within itself the principle of its own integrity.'
Containing within itself the principle whereby it is whole, the poem is self-
sustaining and thus is released from time, place, and circumstance to be
a portion of reality. Again, "Just as the One Spirit [in Adonais] compels the
elements of the world to a shape resemljing its own beauty, the human
mind's sporadic intuitions of the One inspire the imagination to urge the
mind's thoughts to the highest approximation of that form." Everything
the mind perceives is thought. The "poetic imagination shatters false and
imperfect arrangements of thought and reconstitutes those thoughts ac-
cording to the indestructible organization they ought tQ have." Thus
Shelley transforms and syncretizes science and myth for "the achievement
of the highest formal beauty," which is lithe purging of error and the at-
tainment of truth." The "various received myths are . . . variant efforts of
the mind to apprehend the same truth." It is the poet's business to perfect
the apprehensions.
At one level the myths as Shelley reshapes them "are universal and
eternal forms;". }hey are "nonreferential embodiments of archetypal ar-
rangements," t:mtt is, "their meaning and value a.re not dependent upon
or complicated by their previous forms of existence." At another level his
myths direct an ·irony "against the erroneous, evil, partial, imperfect, and
distorted orderings that Shelley is reforming." In this way 4e subverts the
Aeschylean myth even while adopting its "ideal potentialities."
In Prometheus Unbound, as Wasserman perceives the drama, Shelley
transforms Aeschylus' Titan to a symbol of the One Mind. "Unity is," like
2
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Demogorgon, "imageless . . . and the One Mind is identical with the
ineffable onenes,s of being." It can be represented only because it "can.
be less than' its absolute nature-indeed,' must be,. if human minds, its
temporal portions, are distorted by evil." When Prometheus is lItruly the
One Mind:' reunited with Asia, who 1s "generative love," the "possibility
of narrative has ended," for "he has passed beyond the limits of imagery
and language." Therefore he cannot ~ppear in the masque-like fourth act.
Jupiter "is not a being or autonomQus power, but only a dark shadow of
Prometheus himself, an unnatural condition of mind. that )Vrongfully per-
mits and can repeal by an act of will." When Prometheus first spoke the
curse, he was Jupiter. His "reference to Jupiter's 'self-torturing solitude'
(I. 295) is, with the deepest irony, actually a description of his own state
as, ~hained to the precipice, he endures 'torture and solitude,/ Scorn and
. .
despair' (I. 14-15)."
Demogorgon is the Power' of "infinite potentiality," the !'mysterious
source of all the energy that appears in the domain of the One Mind as the
sequences of events." Demogorgon is outside Nature, ontologically different .
from the One Mind; it is Demogorgon's "law of Necessity" that "is im-
manerit in Nature." As Demogorgon's' "realm is absolutely remote from
... the One Mind" which constitutes the universe, "Prometheus and
Demogorgon never meet, indeed could not."
Unlike Demogorgon, Prometheus "has no causal power." Only "in his
possessing will can he be said to have power, and it is a power only to con-
sent or refuse to yield control over that will." Although his power is
limited, his freedom is not. True freedom is the mind's submission "to the
fixed processes of Necessity" and "good is the condition resulting from the
submission of the mind to the indifferent processes of Necessity."
Wasserman is less persuasive about the nature of Demogorgon and less
clear about the nature of Asia than he is persuasive and clear about Pro-
metheus, perhaps because "Shelley never made clear the relation between
the extra-mental power [Demogorgon] which actuates all events in the
realm of being and the extra-mental power [Truth-Beauty-Gq<>dness] ~hi<:;h
compels being to its own perfection.... Nor' did he rC<!!tyiii"akeclear
the relation between being and the compulsion to perfectio7ithat lies out-
side it."
Wasserman presents the One Mind as a philosophic concept; and even
while he speaks of the way Shelley's imagiQation translates metaphysics to
myth, never addresses himself directly to Shelley's ,mysticism.lf,however,
he is not interested in developing those 'partiGular relations' that seem to
me crucial, the 'new relations' that he does develop enrich a reading of
.-,
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the drama. Consider what he does with Shelley's "syncretism of Aeschylus'
myth with that of the ~ew Testament" and with political history. "To
Shelley, Christ is the highest form of mind in the realm of being . . . and
therefore he is properly represented in Prometheus.... Unquestionably
Panthea's dream-visic;m of Prometheus liberated 1md revealing his perfec-
tion is an elaborate assimilation of Christ's Transfiguration," with one
significant alteration. "Shelley's deity is not the transcendent God of the
bright cloud, but the overshadowing love that rises like a bright vapor
from within Mind itself; and instead of God's acclamation of his beloved
Son, the apostle Panthea hears Prometheus' voice calling on Asia, Genera-
tive Love." (Wasserman, who I believe is the first to do so, cites the images
in the New Testament that are parallel to those in Panthea's dream-vision.)
Prometheus and Christ "are different expressions of a universal truth
whose pattern is always the same: to promulgate virtue without the safe-
guard of love is to make that virtue available to tyranny, and tyranny will
pervert that virtue into the means of evil despo'tism." We see that hap-
pening in "both political history [the French Revolution] and the course
of dogmatic religion [Christianity] because the law that governs moral
events is necessarily one and subsumes its manifest #modes' in state and
church, the two institutions in which Shelley consistently located tyranny."
Yet neither the French Revolution nor Christianity is specifically named,
nor is Christ; the scenes are "abstracted and syncretized archetypal pat-
terns of religious and political history."
Perhaps there are weaknesses inherent in all strengths. Sometimes Was-
serman gives his extraordinary subtlety of mind too free a rein: "Although
Prometheus questions and answers Earth as though their communication
were complete [I. 112-221], the reader must assume that Prometheus is in
fact speaking a soliloquy which, quite by chance, happens to form a co-
h~rent dialogue with Earth." It seems to me an incredible assumption.
Just as his subtlety may go beyond the point of diminishing returns, so too
may his use of esoteric knowledge. In his chapter on "The Breathing
Earth" he discourses on Shelley's adaptation of the Renaissance meteOf-
ological picture "of a world repeatedly breathing out dew, vapor, mist,
clouds, earthquakes, and volcanic eruptions," the "ultimate source" of the
earth's "exhalations lying immeasurably and impenetrably deep within
itself." This "dominant symbol of the breathing earth" embodies the ethics
of Prometheus Unbound; that "the atmosphere enveloping the world is not
imposed from without but is the breath exhaled from its core . . . per-
fectly symbolizes the self-defining moral climate, determined as it is, not
by superimposed codes but by the manner in which the emanation of
4
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Power is received into the realm of-being." The chapter is useful to Was-
sennan's case and no doubt interesting in all its esoteric detail to certain
temperaments; but I daresay-. that Shelley's imagery speaks more im-
mediately to us. Wassennan's "unifying power of mind also may be a mixed
blessing. Because "it is highly unlikely that" Shelley l(ever fonnulated a
wholly coherent and systematic philosophy," Wassennan believes it "neces-
sary to fashion the connective ouj{ines of his thought." But fashioning
such connections tends to create tfie "phiJosophic construct" that Shelley
never made, and thereby can mislead interpretation at any particular point,
for it is too easy to assume that all points are explicable in that context. .
However, without letting his critical reading become an end in itself (a
pitfall of modem criticism), Wassennan has made a considerable intellec-
tual accomplishment which my epitomes can hardly suggest. We may ac-
cept his axioms even where they dUfer from our own, and let his specula-
tions illuminate ours. '-Seymour Reiter
r
'. Seymour Reiter is a teacher at Brookli4 College, New York. He has also been a mem-
•ber of the Yale faculty and of the faculty 'of Athens College in, Gre,eee. While abroad he
published a volume of poetry; he has wi'itten a series of. articles of general interest for
Aramco World. He coauthored two textbooks-ColIege Writing and Reading pub.
lished by Holt in 1959 and Introduction to Imaginative Literature published by Crowell _
in 1960.
THEODORE ROETHKE: ESSAYS ON THE POETRY, ed. by Arnold Stein. Seattle:
UniversitY of Washington Press, 1965. 1~ pp. $5. ,
With the publication of Theodore Roethke: Essays on the Poetry, the
first salvos of the battle that will detennine the late poet's literary reputa-
tion have been fired. Not surprisingly, most of the essays in this volume-
W. D. Snodgrass' is a qualified exception-are favorable in their judgments;
the book's "indirect aim" is to honor Roethke,' and it is written by critics
who share a sense of Roethke's importance. However, in spite of the
unquestionable merits of individual pieces, this collection is not com-
pletely successful either as an attempt to establish Roethke's claim as a
major poet, or in fulfilling its primary purpose, "to extend and create under-
standing of Theodore Roethke's work."
Some of the fault seems to lie in the very conception of the book. Mr..
Stein has chosen to work with appraisals \of Roethke's career fonned not
~nly independently of each other, but also without conscious relation to
tbe existing body of Roethke criticism. As a result, the essays are largely
, '
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surveys which go over common ground, each author having barely enough
space to mention the major poems, let alone provide new insight into them,
or open new areas of investigation. Even that critical controversy inherent
in Roethke's work, the widespread disagreement as to which of Roethke's
changing styles represents his major accomplishment, is left unexploited.
Although, for example, opinions of the poems of Praise to the End range
from Louis Martz's "never surpassed ... achievement" to William
Meredith's "least successful" work, the basis of these judgments is never
engaged systematically; opinions are most often stated with the dogmatism
of the isolated commentator, rather than justified as unproved contentions.
. For anyone familiar with what had already been written about Roethke,
this is particularly disappointing; and the general reader, seeking assistance
in ev~uating a poet who emerged late in his career as a highly regarded
figure, )night have found more useful a collection which included t1}e ex-
cellent pioneering work of such critics as Kenneth Burke and Stanley
Kunitz. (Only Frederick Hoffman shows much awareness of existing
criticism. And the reprinting of Meredith's "A Steady Storm of Cor-
respondences: Theodore Roethke's Long Journey Out of the Self" indi- ,
cates that Stein decided not to limit his selection to previously unpub-
lished works. )
Nonetheless, Essays on the Poetry has distinct value. The book has suc-
ceeded in placing ten critics whose opinions must be respected-Stephen
Spender, John Wain, Ralph Mills, Denis Donoghue, and Roy Harvey
Pearce, in addition to those already mentioned-on record as recognizing
the already considerable extent of Roethke's stature, most of them finding
it deserved. And the fact that many of these writers were poets con-
temporary with Roethke, and his friends, provides anecdotal materials' of
certain use to future biographers and critics. Finally, it is after all unfair to
insist that a volume compiled within two years of Roethke's death have
the advantages of a study far removed in time; for while the essays lack
perspective, they are the still fresh and unstereotyped commentaries we
can expect in such profusion only before a body of criticism has become
known and crystallized.
-Karl Malkofl
Karl Malkoff is the author of a full-length study of the poetry of Theodore Roethke.
Columbia University Press will publish his book next autumn. He has taught in the
Department of English, C. W. Post College, Long Island University and next year
will be a member of the faculty at City College of New York.
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